Managed Tablet IoT Solutions: The Answer to More Efficient Mobile Business Operations

Staying Connected Everywhere You Work

**Internet Access**
Tablets are network flexible and cellular-enabled thus eliminating reliance on WiFi availability. They also enable direct, one-to-one communication in real-time, a vital differentiator for mobile workers.

**Cost**
Standard tablet models are economically friendly, costing as low as $229 MSRP. Looking past the physical device, cellular networks provide another level of cost savings with application-specific data plans and pooled data options.

**Form Factor**
Easily transportable with a touch-optimized interface, tablets are conducive to field work operations and don’t require a desk or tabletop surface. A full battery charge can last a full workday or longer, and charging ports are compatible with in-vehicle as well as standalone solutions.

**Accessories**
A variety of accessories and add-ons enable businesses to easily outfit tablets for their specific areas of use. Styluses, detachable keyboards, and ruggedized casings can be leveraged to further customize tablet solutions to unique business needs.

**Security**
By using cellular connectivity, businesses benefit from numerous architectural security features such as network access and user domain security. In addition to cybersecurity, built-in GPS tracking capabilities enable real-time location for personal security and theft prevention.

**Software**
Tablet operating systems are designed to support highly serviceable applications that are often unique to business requirements. They can also be restricted to a very narrow application area of intended use with specific provisioning, and support for OTA updates provides additional security and control.

---

With KORE’s end-to-end solution, technology leaders can empower mobile workers with the optimal solution, including devices, software, and always-on, cellular network connectivity.

• Tablet pre-configured and shipped to your specs
• Wi-Fi + cellular connectivity with choice of carrier*
• Device monitoring with OTA updates
• Helpdesk support and break/fix service

The solution for your mobile workforce.
KORE’s managed tablet IoT solutions put productivity and security in the palm of your hand.

### The Right Device for You
Tablets offer mobile teams unparalleled convenience, security and productivity.

### Wi-Fi + Cellular Connectivity
KORE partners with major cellular carriers in North America, with international options also available.

### Device Management + Support
KORE’s solutions offer robust device management, dedicated support and critical updates delivered OTA.

Tablet Deployment Made Simple
A Streamlined Solution that Works for You

Choose the Right Tablet for Your Needs
Choose from a variety of tablets, including iOS and Android-based options, to best suit your company’s requirements. Every tablet is pre-configured for Wi-Fi and cellular connectivity, and KORE partners with leading cellular carriers around the world so you can rely on our global network.

Custom Device Configuration Gives You Exactly What You Need
We configure devices to meet your custom specifications and ship directly to the customer with the device ready to be put into the field. KORE’s end-to-end solution streamlines this complex process, lifting the burden on IT Teams.

You’ve Got Back Up
KORE is here to ensure your devices and apps are updated and secure – a necessity for tablets in the field. Helpdesk services are available to quickly troubleshoot and fix issues to minimize downtime and keep tablets running efficiently and effectively.

Ready to put tablets to work for your business?

From order to delivery in 3 simple steps.

1. Documentation of your custom requirements
2. Device configured to your specifications
3. Ready-to-use device shipped directly to your end users

Interested In Managed Tablet IoT Solutions?
Speak with a KORE specialist and see how our managed tablet IoT solutions can work for you.
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